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As a part of the so-called Korean Wave, Korean pop music, better known as K-pop, is 
becoming increasingly popular worldwide. It has emerged as part of the country’s 
valuable export industry, which generates annual revenue of about US$3.5 billion (10). K-
pop is a transnational cultural hybrid, representing a fusion of the dance-pop, pop ballad, 
electronic, rock, hip-hop and R&B musical genres, and it is accompanied by the well-
rehearsed and synchronized group dance moves of performers. Shows are delivered live 
in concert and via multiple internet-enabled entertainment platforms. The music sales and 
video recordings, as well as soundtracks of the K-dramas licensed for TV, are available in 
many languages, and their global distribution, as a lucrative cultural export, receives 
substantial support from the South Korean government.  
 
The Korean cultural invasion started in the 1990s with the introduction of the first 
generation of K-pop idols to the Southeast Asia market and the enclaves of Korean 
immigrants around the world. One of the original idols was Shinhwa, which means 
‘legend’ in English. This six-member mega male group debuted in March 1998 and now 
holds cult status among its fans worldwide. Although longevity is extremely rare in the 
pop genre, Shinhwa is currently preparing to celebrate its seventeenth anniversary. As a 
member of the first generation of K-pop, Shinhwa reached the peak of its popularity 
relatively early, in 2004. No other K-pop band has successfully managed to come back 
after the four-year break due to the country’s mandatory military service for young males. 
After that hiatus, Shinhwa successfully released its tenth album, The Return, in March 
2012, followed by its eleventh, The Classic, in May 2013. The twelfth album is soon to be 
released. Shinhwa’s 2012–2013 Alive tour attracted record numbers of concert-goers 
worldwide, reaching an audience of 800,000 (1). Despite this long record of strong 
success, however, the group is facing serious competition from many younger solo artists 
and groups, both in Korea and globally.  
 
Because it is representative of the Korean pop industry as a whole, Shinhwa can serve 
as a global ‘laboratory’ for K-pop and the Korean cultural invasion in general. In this 
study, we seek to better understand K-pop as a cultural phenomenon and assess its 
global impact on the music industry.   
 
Key Words: Korean pop, music idol, video recordings, music downloads, Korean 
cultural invasion.  
 
1. Shinhwa and the Global K-Pop Industry 
 
1.1 The tough competition among Korean idol groups  
 
In 1991, the Korean group Seo Taiji and Boys pioneered the ‘idol group culture’ and 
gave birth to the K-pop formula. Around 1996, the Korean music market and the biggest  
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record labels incorporated the K-pop idol group culture, following the Asian release of 
the hit ‘Candy’ by H.O.T., the top idol group in the late 1990s and early 2000s. Shinhwa 
ranked second in popularity after its debut in 1998. Members of the groups H.O.T. (an 
acronym for ‘High-five of Teenagers’), Sechs Kies and Shinhwa are known as the first 
generation of K-pop idols. The idol group culture then began to blossom, evolve and 
later spread beyond the region.  
 
The drop-out rate of new bands is quite high, and of the 32 groups that debuted in 2010, 
only eight, about 25%, survived and are still performing) (6). To preserve success, 
therefore, today’s idol group market in Korea has had to become very well organized, 
tightly linked to various media, including TV, and highly competitive. Live performances, 
recording sales, digital downloads, K-dramas, TV shows, chats and multiple 
commercials are becoming a daily entertainment routine for fans. It is clear that 
Shinhwa is now performing in an extremely complex and very high-tech entertainment 
environment, and it therefore faces increasing rivalry on the part of younger newcomers, 
both artistically and with respect to management. 
 
For instance, Super Junior’s release of Sexy, Single & Free sold 483,191 copies and 
ranked No. 1 in annual sales in Korea in 2012, while Shinhwa’s tenth album, The 
Return, released the same year, sold only about 100,000 copies, earning fourth place in 
the ranking (8). Shinhwa has many other rivals, including Shinee, a male idol group 
consisting of five members, which debuted in 2008. Shinee sometimes receives more 
Asian Music Awards than Shinhwa on the music channel Mnet. 
 
Shinhwa is now the ‘oldest idol group’ to retain a substantial degree of popularity in 
Korea, and it is the only group of the first K-pop generation that is still touring worldwide. 
The average age of the Shinhwa members is 33.4, while Super Junior’s members are 
27.7 years old on average, and Shinee’s performers average only 21.8 years. According 
to the Vancouver Observer, the stereotypical K-pop idol is ‘incredibly young, good-
looking, and able to carry a melodramatic note’ (9). Because youth appeal is a major 
advantage for idols, the more ‘senior’ idol group Shinhwa appears to be in a 
disadvantageous competitive position, especially if one assumes that other agencies 
beyond SM Entertainment (JYP Entertainment and YG Entertainment) are actively 
exploring the same music formulas.  
 
1.2 New groups debut at an alarmingly high rate  
 
It is well known that the music market in Korea is already running out of room for new K-
pop artists. Thousands of young boys and girls who have signed with the professional 
management companies are nonetheless ready to plunge into the pop culture 
mainstream. Traditionally, the Korean music market accommodates a great many of the 
new groups that debut each year with various levels of future prospects. These 
performers are very young, well-coached and energetic, and they work incredibly hard 
to push the genre’s envelope even further. The process of creating idols takes years of 
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coaching and training, and there is no guarantee of success in the end. It also requires 
great energy, resources and backing by the leading agencies. This situation places 
enormous additional pressure on the Shinhwa members. The ability of Shinhwa, the 
most ‘classic’ of the idol groups, to compete with these new market entrants represents 
a serious K-pop ‘generational problem’.  
 
1.3 Numerous substitutes distract fans’ attention 
 
The Korean entertainment industry uses a ‘trainee system’ to produce marketable idols. 
This tedious process includes rigorous training from a very early age in almost every 
aspect of performance, including singing, dance and foreign languages, including 
Chinese, Japanese and English. The system, on the one hand, can ensure that each 
performer is equipped with diverse artistic strengths that promote survival in the industry 
and guarantee the relevant agency a stable revenue stream. On the other hand, this 
approach is an ‘assembly-line process’ for creation of pop stars. It presents a challenge 
to the performers’ cultural uniqueness and relevance as well as to the pop market’s 
short- and long-term survivability.  
 
When a sponsor company (agency) is producing a new group, one of its most important 
tasks is to identify the role of each member in an ensemble and to keep tight control of 
the characters ascribed to them, as was done in the marketing of the British sensation 
Spice Girls, with their Ginger, Scary, Baby, Sporty and Posh ‘spice’ stories. When 
Shinhwa debuted, lead singer Eric was characterized as ‘a mature, charming man’ 
because of his exotic looks, and Andy, the youngest member of Shinhwa, was 
proclaimed ‘a cute guy’. He is also a ‘dangerous guy’ now that his online illegal 
gambling fiasco has become public knowledge.  Some of the traits are quite ordinary 
ones, however, and nearly every group exploits such characters. For example, most of 
the youngest members of the idol groups are characterized as ‘cute’ by the media. The 
lead performer is often more ‘mature’ and ‘fearless’. Because different groups assume 
similar public roles, the similarity among groups becomes generally more acceptable to 
the fans (assuming a Korean group-oriented cultural landscape) than the assimilation of 
another ‘rebellious’ group identity. In addition, the idols’ public image, fashions, makeup 
and stage styling also make them look very much the same. This is especially true with 
regard to the female pop groups, and it explains why most non-fans, as our research 
suggests, typically comment that all Korean idols look very much alike and are poorly 
identifiable.  
 
As a result of the rigorous trainee system, the K-pop music genre contributes to the 
problem of lack of variety with respect to style. Most Korean hit songs are easy dance 
tunes or hip-hop melodies, sometimes with elements of rap or other Western influences, 
and most likely accompanied by carefully rehearsed synchronized dance moves. 
Although these songs may readily meet the expectations of the majority of young 
people, the mainstream popular genre makes idol groups seem to lack personality of 
their own. Shinhwa is no exception. Among the group’s twelve officially released Korean 
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albums, eleven were produced in dance or hip-hop styles, and only the eighth album, 
Once in a Lifetime, used a ballad as its lead single.  
Since Shinhwa is to some extent a part of this problem, it seems that many other male 
idol groups could easily replace it. If Shinhwa does not find a way to differentiate its 
performance style within the K-pop music genre, it could be easily confused with many 
other contemporary K-pop bands.  
 
1.4 The new talent supply  
 
Today, K-pop artists are scouted from around the world. Auditions are regularly held in 
Australia and the United States, particularly in Los Angeles and New York. The record 
companies like to find performers who are fluent in English and familiar with Western 
culture, as this makes it easier for artists to participate in a global marketing campaign 
and increase their international appeal. Also, the television program ‘K-pop Star’ and 
several other shows are major factors in the K-pop landscape, where their influence 
surpasses that of ‘American Idol’ on American pop music. ‘K-pop Star’ has global 
auditions for talent and is hosted by three judges who represent the three major record 
labels. The show is judged by Yang Hyun-suk, the founder of YG Entertainment and a 
former member of the popular South Korean act Seo Taiji & Boys; Park Jin-young, a 
singer/songwriter and the founder of JYP Entertainment; and the Korean pop icon BoA, 
from SM Entertainment.  
 
The competition among idol groups is actually competition between big entertainment 
companies in Korea. Such companies are well positioned in the music industry, for 
three main reasons. First, because big companies have more funds to nurture and 
promote their idols than smaller companies, they can command the highest market 
share. Second, big entities have much stronger relationships with the mass media and 
abundant social media resources that allow them to influence the entertainment industry 
by selling content from multiple platforms at the same time. Third, big-name companies 
can attract and pay more to talented and outstanding music and video directors. They 
can afford their own in-house production and distribution and provide coaching teams, 
and they make sure that their idols’ skills and music tunes ultimately become catchy and 
popular.  
 
SM Entertainment is one of the leading entertainment companies in Korea, along with 
the rivals JYP and YG Entertainment. Founded in 1989 by Lee Soo Man, SM 
Entertainment has produced many successful idol groups, including H.O.T, TVXQ 
(Chinese: Tong Vfang Xien Qian, meaning ‘Rising Gods of the East’) and Super Junior. 
Shinhwa also debuted under the auspices of SM Entertainment and became an 
important idol group long before it left SM in 2003. In a 2011 interview, Kim Young Min, 
an SM Entertainment representative, revealed that it generally takes US$2.5-5 million to 
groom and train a prospective star. This information shows how costly and competitive 
the pop-idol business has become (3). 
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As of now, Shinhwa’s manager is Shinhwa Company, which was founded by the band 
members in 2011 and was recently renamed ShinCom Entertainment following a 
trademark dispute. The company-owned idol talent is not extensive at present; in fact, 
Shinhwa itself is the principal idol. Funds for production and promotion are obviously 
quite limited. Besides, Shinhwa Company’s relationships with the mass media, 
especially popular TV channels and shows, greatly depend on the Shinhwa members’ 
personal network of friends, accumulated over many years. This kind of relationship is 
quite vulnerable when it faces the resources of big companies such as SM 
Entertainment. For example, when Shinhwa released its new album in May 2013, SM 
Entertainment forced In Ji Ga Yo – a nationwide music TV show that largely relies on K-
pop idols – not to feature Shinhwa in the program. Because of SM Entertainment’s 
strong influence upon the program, Shinhwa had no chance to perform in this popular 
show on the air and lost a chance for desperately needed additional publicity.  
 
1.5 Ever-changing tastes of K-pop fans  
 
The taste of fans keeps changing, depending upon the sociocultural environment and 
even the available personal technology for the different generations of fans who strongly 
affect pop-idol popularity and relevance. Instant connection, sharing and communication 
with fans via social media have become standard practice in the K-pop industry. 
Incorporating new possibilities to extend the group’s popularity is a crucial problem for 
Shinhwa today.  
 
When the first generation of K-pop idols became popular in the late 1990s and early 
2000s, the main idol theme was ‘mystic’, meaning that idols could not display their 
ordinary private life to fans and had to maintain distance from them. At that time, the idol 
culture was new, and fans regarded idols as ‘mystery creatures’. The more mysterious 
the idols seemed to be, the more curiosity they engendered among fans. Shinhwa 
debuted during that time and originally reflected that perception, now inevitably 
obsolete.  
 
After the ‘mystery period’, fans’ taste shifted to the ‘flower boy’ concept, which referred 
to describe young males with pretty faces and ‘unpretentious cuteness’. This trend was 
imported along with J-pop from Japan, and it contributed to a shift in fan tastes in Korea, 
starting around 2005. Kim Jea-joong, originally a member of TVXQ, is the most famous 
representative of this era. He became a star when he was just ‘sweet sixteen’. 
A few years later, when the group 2pm debuted in 2008, the ‘beast idol’ suddenly 
became a mainstream concept. ‘Beast idol’ refers to a strong, powerful, wild stage 
image.  Unlike the ‘flower boy’ period, when idols had to look slim and gentle like 
princes, performers of the ‘beast idol’ era needed an attractive, well-muscled body and 
a ‘rough’ eye expression.  
 
Shinhwa’s original positioning concept was built around complicated dance moves 
powered with mystery. This concept helped the group’s members reach the peak of 
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their careers as early as 2004. However, the changing taste of fans forced the group to 
keep altering its stage image and to leak personal information, mainly under the 
pressure of a massive social media intrusion into idols’ private lives. This kind of ‘image 
fluidity’ is rather tricky to maintain without a threat of losing old fans and failing to find 
new ones.   
 
2. How to Let the Shinhwa Legend Go on  
 
2.1 Creating a new, mature image  
 
‘Idol management’ is mainly about a group image and individual role assignment. As 
Sarah Leung, a researcher from Vassar College, mentioned in a recent paper, ‘The 
ultimate goal of these talent agencies is the creation of the right image’ (3). Idols are 
supposed to maintain their image in order to capture public attention and retain 
popularity with fans. All the publicity opportunities they obtain from the mass media and 
all the endorsements from corporations are based on the image they display.  
 
As we have mentioned, Shinhwa is growing older and facing an ‘ageing challenge’. It is 
crucial for the band to create a renewed and memorable public image that will skillfully 
combine the band’s traditional values with the current tastes of the pop market. Only 
when Shinhwa becomes comfortable with a new-found identity can it survive or even 
expand its success in the competitive idol market. What image should Shinhwa adopt to 
distinguish itself from other groups at this time?  
 
Shinhwa is the only idol group of the first generation of K-pop that has an almost 17-
year-long history and has survived all the ups and downs of stage life. This in itself it is 
a unique accomplishment that no other group can easily recreate. Despite the common 
knowledge that K-pop idols must be young and energetic, Shinhwa’s long pop history 
and the fairly mature age of the group members could be turned into a marketable 
positioning strategy that would help to distinguish the group from hundreds of other 
idols.  
 
The image of talented, sophisticated and charming men is appropriate for Shinhwa 
because ‘there is something very attractive happening image-wise when men turn a 
certain age’. This image, a new element in the Korean pop idol industry, can effectively 
distinguish Shinhwa from other, short-lived, idol groups. Because many loyal fans of 
Shinhwa are now between the ages of 25 and 30, this image can dovetail with the 
tastes of these older fans, and it can also attract more fans of similar age.  
 
A more mature image is also appealing to teenage female fans, who form the majority 
of idol group fans. Judging by the great success of its latest albums, Shinhwa’s image 
problem is being successfully resolved. When the group produced its recent album, it 
apparently tried to capitalize on the charm of a group with members in their 30s. 
Shinhwa pioneered the use of the ‘voguing dance’ style in Korean pop music. This 
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special dance move was first introduced by Madonna in her video ‘Vogue’ in 1990. 
Shinhwa’s voguing dance was featured in the video for the song ‘This Love’ from the 
2013 album XI The Classic. The dance was a big hit, and it successfully promoted 
Shinhwa to a younger audience. Crowds of teenage girls came to see the live shows, 
and the video for ‘This Love’ reached No. 1 on music countdown television, which is 
viewed mainly by teenagers, on eight days of the month in which it debuted. The more 
sophisticated and mature look – featuring elegant black suits, polished haircuts and a 
grown-up, casual style – also supported the more sophisticated image of a serious male 
(not boy) group. 
 
The repositioning strategy of Shinhwa is thus evolving. It represents a natural transition 
to a new, more mature image that will allow the band to better distinguish itself from its 
numerous K-pop competitors.  
 
2.2 Diversifying revenue-making opportunities  
 
K-pop idols make their fortunes in a number of ways, although fans remain the main 
source of their income. There are generally three kinds of products that fans eagerly 
consume and idols get paid for. First, digital downloads and CD and DVD recordings 
produce royalties, including licensing of songs for TV shows, movies and commercials. 
The second product category consists of live-event tickets, including tickets for pop 
concerts and tours, fan conventions and festivals, birthday parties, TV appearances and 
sponsorship events. Third is theme merchandise, such as idol posters, photo albums 
and T-shirts bearing the group logo, other brand endorsements, and appearances in 
video advertising. In addition to these revenue streams for idols, there is widespread 
corporate sponsorship of the entertainment industry. 
 
The first revenue source involves primarily downloads and CD and DVD sales. Because 
digital music is relatively cheap in Korea, more and more fans prefer to download music 
online instead of buying discs. According to the Music Industry Association of Korea, the 
audio disc market of Korea started shrinking in 2000, while the digital music market 
continues to increase. In 2003, sales of digital downloads outperformed disc sales in 
value (2). Therefore, to compete with the digital music market and generate more sales, 
the price of Shinhwa’s discs in Korea should not be high, as that also supports K-pop 
music piracy. One can assume that royalties from all the legal types of music 
distribution will still make idols pretty well off.  
 
As for the second category, concert tickets are expensive. They usually cost US$100-
150 per seat in Korea and can increase to US$300 overseas. Most of the money goes 
to the agency or to specially hired promoters. Tours normally involve expensive logistics 
and entourage costs and eat deep into tour revenues. Fan clubs charge substantial 
membership fees and have a better chance to support the commercial success of an 
idol group, although clubs must continuously spend large sums of money to create 
special members-only events and provide expensive instant digital communication. Only 
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big corporate endorsement deals present a real money-making opportunity for a band, 
as in 2006 when Swiss Watch and Coca-Cola sponsored concerts. But meaningful 
sponsorship is a very delicate and tricky arrangement, directly linked to a group’s 
current popularity.    
 
The third category includes memorabilia and sales management revenue. During 
Shinhwa’s Asian concert tour this year, practically the only ‘official product’ sold was a 
necklace priced at about US$130. Because of its high price, the necklace did not sell 
well. Diversifying merchandise offerings by ordering more items to sell might generate 
more sales than focusing on just a few items. 
 
2.3 More actively exploring global markets  
 
Because the Korean pop music market is relatively small and has too many competitors 
and pirated products, idols cannot obtain sufficient income and opportunities for local 
commercial growth. As a result, many of them try hard to access foreign markets. 
Shinhwa is no exception. It started entering other markets by participating in 
international concerts in 2005. The band also went on tour to many Asian countries, 
including China, Japan, Singapore, Thailand and Malaysia. In the meantime, the 
younger artists went to many more places and even more-distant ones, such as India, 
the Americas, Europe, the Middle East, Africa and Oceania. 
 
Performing in concerts is just part of a global idol’s success, and Shinhwa needs to take 
further steps to attract new fans. First, it must find the right target market for initial entry. 
Japan and China are important neighboring markets with deep cultural similarities, and 
both are an excellent fit for immediate entry consideration. However, different methods 
of market access must be employed.  
 
Because Japan is the richest market in Asia, with its famous ‘collector culture’, CD sales 
usually achieve impressive volume and generate good revenues there. It may be a 
smart step for Shinhwa to resume release of Japanese singles or entire Japanese 
albums, as it did in 2006, to approach this special market in a better way and on a much 
deeper level. However, this measure might not work well when Shinhwa seeks access 
to the Chinese market. Because of the widespread sale of counterfeited downloads and 
pirated CDs, it is hard for Shinhwa and other Korean idol groups to make a great deal of 
money by selling discs in China. Instead, participating in TV programs is a good way to 
build fan interest in the Chinese market. Our observations suggest that K-pop idols 
enjoy significant popularity in China, and it seems much easier to participate in the few 
Chinese TV programs than to chase the many overbooked and overcrowded Japanese 
shows.  
 
Another revenue opportunity is the export of Korean TV shows within Asia and globally. 
These shows have become extremely popular throughout the region; like Hollywood 
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movies, they sometimes exceed the popularity of any local entertainment programming. 
The K-pop segment is definitely a part of this growing trend.  
In summary, to capitalize on foreign opportunities, it is important for Shinhwa to find 
more effective ways of strategizing foreign entry methods and further market 
development overseas. That could support the constant desire of the Korean 
entertainment industry to look for additional revenue streams. 
 
2.4 More ways to promote the K-pop industry worldwide  
 
A promotion strategy has two main aspects: retaining existing fans and simultaneously 
attracting new ones.  
 
Because Shinhwa is part of such a competitive idol market, retaining fans’ loyalty is the 
most important way to maintain the group’s popularity. Fans’ devotion comes from their 
experiences and frequent interaction with the group. If fans do not get enough exposure 
and access to Shinhwa, they might switch their support to other competitive idol bands 
that are popular throughout Asia (Japan, Mongolia, the Philippines, Taiwan, Indonesia, 
Thailand, and Malaysia) or outside the region (the United States, Canada, Australia, 
Mexico, Peru, Chile, Saudi Arabia, Brazil, Colombia, the United Kingdom, France, 
Sweden, Finland, Algeria and Morocco).  
 
Using social media to interact with fans is a good way for Shinhwa to keep attention 
focused on the band. Devotees are always interested in their idols’ backstage life. If 
Shinhwa members share some aspects of their daily life on Twitter or Facebook, for 
example, photos or opinions, they can easily reduce the perceived distance between 
themselves and their fans. This kind of ‘closeness’ can effectively help them to retain 
their followers’ interest.  
 
In addition, digital revamping of an official fan club could provide Shinhwa with a more 
effective mechanism to interact systematically and directly with fans. All fans are willing 
to join an official fan club, depending on the membership fee. An official organization 
could also provide personalized services, such as sending Shinhwa’s video messages 
of congratulations to fans on their birthdays and other special occasions. Currently, only 
the Shinhwa Japan official fan club is well recognized, although ‘Shinhwa Changjo’ is 
the longest-running K-pop club in Korea. 
 
For new recruits, media exposure is the most important consideration. According to our 
survey, 4 of the 10 respondents got to know Shinhwa by watching variety shows on TV. 
Shinhwa tried hosting its own variety show, called Shinhwa Broadcasting, which 
provided a great opportunity for band members to demonstrate their sophisticated 
hosting experience and humor and to interact with more young people. Unfortunately, 
the show was not successful and has not been aired since January 2014. YouTube and 
other social media exposures are also effective avenues of global promotion.   
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3. Conclusion  
 
As an idol group of the first generation of K-pop, Shinhwa has reached its career peak 
and survived profitably for the past 17 years. However, the tough competition within the 
K-pop industry and the powerful new entrants into the market can place Shinhwa in an 
adverse position. In our opinion, Shinhwa needs to make the following artistic and 
managerial changes in order to survive and grow: 
 
1. Keep refreshing the band’s image and present a new, mature image to the market 
now, so that the band can better distinguish itself from the other K-pop groups. 
2. Vary download and disc prices according to customer needs in different markets.  
3. Provide more diverse concert ticket prices to attract fans with differing spending 
power.  
4. Produce a more affordable and wider variety of merchandise for concert-goers.  
5. Continue to explore the markets in the Asian neighborhood and keep looking for 
other foreign markets elsewhere. 
6. Continue to release a Japanese special-edition single or album to establish a 
constant presence in the Japanese market.  
7. Participate in the popular TV shows in China rather than Japan.  
8. Use various methods to maintain and increase popularity with fans via digital 
platforms. 
9. Actively use and be always present in social media to interact with followers.  
10. Closely manage the Korean fan club and expand the club internationally.  
11. Restart production of Shinhwa’s own Korean TV show after learning lessons from 
the past. 
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